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Part One: General Marking Principles for: Gàidhlig Higher Reading, Writing & Literature
This information is provided to help you understand the general principles you must apply when
marking candidate responses to questions in this Paper. These principles must be read in
conjunction with the specific Marking Instructions for each question.
(a)

Marks for each candidate response must always be assigned in line with these
general marking principles and the specific Marking Instructions for the relevant
question. If a specific candidate response does not seem to be covered by either the
principles or detailed Marking Instructions, and you are uncertain how to assess it,
you must seek guidance from your Team Leader/Principal Assessor.

(b)

Marking should always be positive ie, marks should be awarded for what is correct
and not deducted for errors or omissions.

GENERAL MARKING ADVICE Gàidhlig Higher Reading, Writing & Literature
The marking schemes are written to assist in determining the “minimal acceptable answer” rather
than listing every possible correct and incorrect answer. The following notes are offered to support
Markers in making judgements on candidates’ evidence, and apply to marking both end of unit
assessments and course assessments.
Marks Recording
The grid on the back of the Reading, Writing and Literature Question/Answer booklet will be used
to record and aggregate the marks for the Listening, Reading, Writing and Literature papers.
Once you have marked all of these papers for a single candidate:
1.

Copy the candidate's name and Scottish Candidate Number to the grid on the back of
the Reading, Writing and Literature Question/Answer booklet.

2.

Record the marks for each paper on this grid.

3.

Aggregate the marks and record the sum in the Grand Total box at the bottom of the
grid.

4.

Transfer the Grand Total to the box on the front cover of the Reading, Writing and
Literature Question/Answer booklet.

5.

Place the Listening, Writing and Literature papers inside the cover of the Reading,
Writing and Literature Question/Answer booklet.
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Part Two: Marking Instructions for each Question
Leugadh (Reading)
Question

Expected Answer(s)

Max
Mark

Additional
Guidance

’S e tha an seo ach stiùireadh agus bu chòir gabhail ri freagairtean iomchaidh sam bith.

1.

Corp/cnàmhan (1) uilebheist (1); beatha air an
eilean cruaidh/cunnartach (1).

3

2.

(a)

AON à: uaim (1); fuaimean cruaidh (1)

1

2.

(b)

Glacadh aire an leughadair (1); sealltainn gu bheil
rudan cudromach dol a thachairt/airson gun cùm
sinn a’ leughadh (1).

2

3.

Dhà à: Cha b’ ann dhan toil a thàinig iad (1); glaiste
san àite seo (1) beatha chruaidh (1).

2

4.

Rinn e tuill san talamh (1); bha buaidh aig air
daoine/bhiodh cuimhne aig daoine air (1).

2

5.

(a)

Air loidhne/paragraf leis fhèin (1).

1

5.

(b)

Dragh/mì-chinnt orra (1); eagal aca roimhe/tha e
eagalach no cunnartach (1).

2

6.

Dhà à: Cha robh iad riamh a-mach às an eilean (1);
chan eil eòlas aca air an t-saoghal a-muigh (1); ’s e
an t-eilean an saoghal (1); aineolach (1)

2

7.

Ag innse nam breug dha fhèin an toiseach (1); gan
innse do dhaoine eile an uair sin (1); ag ràdh gun
tuirt e rud ri daoine ron a seo (1).

3

8.

Dhà à: Tha iad a’ fàs luath (1); san dorchadas (1);
fàs ann an inneir/mì-chàilear (1).

2
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Question

Expected Answer(s)

9.

(a)

Solas son leth-uair san latha a-mhàin (1); 10 latha
sa bhliadhna (1). AON airson: dorcha chuid mhòr
den bhliadhna/den tìde.

2

9.

(b)

Chaidh iad gu Uistean (1).

1

Bhòc e/dh’èirich e dhan adhar (1); dh’fhàs an
dorchadas nas miosa (1).

2

10.

Max
Mark

11

(a)

Dhà à: Chùm iad a’ dol mar as àbhaist (1);
Dh’fhuirich iad air an eilean (1); rinn iad grian dhen
a’ ghealaich (1); bha iad sona (1).

2

11

(b)

Fàsaidh daoine cleachdte ri rud sam bith (1).

1

Chan eil e ceart gu bheil cus cumhachd aig aon
neach (1); bu chòir do dhaoine sabaid air an son
fhèin (1). NEO freagairt iomchaidh eile.

2

12.

(30)
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Additional
Guidance

Roinn B (ii) Sgrìobhadh
Marks will be awarded for communicating effectively and displaying a knowledge and application
of grammar, syntax and structures.
At this level candidates are expected to produce written Gaelic of some complexity. A satisfactory
written piece will be characterised by:
•
•
•
•
•

appropriateness of structure
suitability for purpose and audience
clarity, fluency and accuracy
variety of vocabulary with accurate use of idiom where appropriate
variety of sentence structures with accurate use of a range of verb forms and clauses.

Mark Range

Description of Performance
•

25-30
•
•
21-24
•
•
19-20
•
•
18
•
•
16-17
•
•
15
•
•
13-14

•
•
•

The candidate produces an extended piece of writing which
adheres closely to the prescribed task.
The candidate produces an extended piece of writing which
demonstrates close engagement with the topic.
The candidate’s response reveals control of the task through the
use of a wide range of vocabulary, idiom and language structures.
The candidate’s response is presented with a high degree of
clarity, fluency and accuracy.
The candidate produces an extended piece of writing which
adheres to the prescribed task.
The candidate produces an extended piece of writing which
demonstrates an engagement with the topic.
The candidate’s response reveals control of the task through the
use of vocabulary, idiom and language structures.
The candidate’s response is presented with a good degree of
clarity, fluency and accuracy.
The candidate produces an extended piece of writing which
adheres reasonably closely to the prescribed task.
The candidate produces an extended piece of writing which
demonstrates some engagement with the topic.
The candidate’s response reveals control of the task through the
use of a fairly narrow range of vocabulary, idiom and language
structures.
The candidate’s response is presented with a reasonable degree of
clarity, fluency and accuracy.
The candidate produces an extended piece of writing which does
not adhere reasonably closely to the prescribed task.
The candidate produces an extended piece of writing which
demonstrates only a limited engagement with the topic.
The candidate’s response reveals control of the task through the
use of a limited range of vocabulary, idiom and language
structures.
The candidate’s response is presented with a limited degree of
clarity, fluency and accuracy.
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•
11-12
•
•
0-10
•

The candidate produces an extended piece of writing which does
not adhere to the prescribed task.
The candidate produces an extended piece of writing which
demonstrates little or no engagement with the topic.
The candidate’s response reveals little control of the task through
the use of a very limited range of vocabulary, idiom and language
structures.
The candidate’s response is presented with a very limited degree
of clarity, fluency and accuracy.
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Roinn B (iii) Litreachas
Marks will be awarded for demonstrating an understanding of the theme, stance and purpose of
the text and commenting critically on technical aspects.
At this level candidates are expected to analyse and evaluate a text in some detail. A satisfactory
answer will be characterised by the candidate being able to:
•
•
•
•
•

evaluate texts critically and effectively
use a coherent, analytic approach and a range of critical terminology
reveal an insight into key elements and central concerns of the text(s)
provide an explanation of insights which is detailed and thorough
write a clear, unambiguous response to the text(s).

Mark Range

Description of Performance
•

26-30
•
21-25

•
•
•
•

19-20
•
18

•
•
•

16-17
•
•
15
•
•
12-14

•
•
•

The candidate uses a coherent, analytic approach and a range of
critical terminology.
The candidate’s response reveals insight into key elements and
central concerns of the text(s).
The candidate’s insights are detailed and thorough.
The candidate demonstrates a clear, unambiguous response to the
text(s).
The candidate’s response is presented in a clear, logical fashion.
The candidate uses an analytic approach and a range of critical
terminology.
The candidate’s response reveals insight into key elements and
central concerns of the text(s).
The candidate demonstrates, for the most part, an unambiguous
response to the text(s).
The candidate’s response is presented mostly in a clear, logical
fashion.
The candidate’s response contains some evidence of personal
reaction to the text under review.
The candidate’s response reveals a recognisable and relevant line
of thought, but there may be gaps or inconsistencies.
The candidate’s response may on occasion reveal inaccuracy, a
lack of clarity or a failure to develop appropriate depth of literary
analysis, but there will be clear evidence of an attempt at such
analysis.
The candidate’s answers will demonstrate an attempt to present an
intelligible response to the text.
The candidate’s response contains little evidence of personal
reaction to the text under review.
The candidate’s response reveals gaps or inconsistencies when
trying to establish a relevant line of thought.
The candidate’s response reveals inaccuracies, a lack of clarity or
a failure to develop appropriate depth of literary analysis.
The candidate’s answers fails to demonstrate an intelligible
response to the text.
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•
10-11
•
•
0-9
•

The candidate’s response contains very little evidence of personal
reaction to the text under review.
The candidate’s response reveals many gaps or inconsistencies
when trying to establish a relevant line of thought.
The candidate’s response reveals many inaccuracies, a lack of
clarity or a failure to develop appropriate depth of literary analysis.
The candidate’s answer clearly fails to demonstrate an intelligible
response to the text.

[END OF MARKING INSTRUCTIONS]
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Part One: General Marking Principles for: Gàidhlig Higher Listening
This information is provided to help you understand the general principles you must apply when
marking candidate responses to questions in this Paper. These principles must be read in
conjunction with the specific Marking Instructions for each question.
(a)

Marks for each candidate response must always be assigned in line with these
general marking principles and the specific Marking Instructions for the relevant
question. If a specific candidate response does not seem to be covered by either the
principles or detailed Marking Instructions, and you are uncertain how to assess it,
you must seek guidance from your Team Leader/Principal Assessor.

(b)

Marking should always be positive ie, marks should be awarded for what is correct
and not deducted for errors or omissions.

GENERAL MARKING ADVICE: Gàidhlig Higher Listening
The marking schemes are written to assist in determining the “minimal acceptable answer” rather
than listing every possible correct and incorrect answer. The following notes are offered to support
Markers in making judgements on candidates’ evidence, and apply to marking both end of unit
assessments and course assessments.
Marks Recording
The grid on the back of the Reading, Writing, Literature Question/Answer booklet will be used to
record and aggregate the marks for the Listening, Reading, Writing and Literature papers.
Once you have marked all of these papers for a single candidate:
1.

Copy the candidate's name and Scottish Candidate Number to the grid on the back of
the Reading, Writing, Literature Question/Answer booklet.

2.

Record the marks for each paper on this grid.

3.

Aggregate the marks and record the sum in the Grand Total box at the bottom of the
grid.

4.

Transfer the Grand Total to the box on the front cover of the Reading, Writing,
Literature Question/Answer booklet.

5.

Place the Listening, Writing and Literature papers inside the cover of the Reading,
Writing, Literature Question/Answer booklet.
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Part Two: Marking Instructions for each Question
2014 Gàidhlig
Roinn A: Èisteachd
Question

Expected Answer(s)

Max Mark

1.

Goirid an dèidh dhan Chiad Chogadh (1)
tòiseachadh (1).

2

2.

Buidheann sheòladairean (1) à tìr-mòr (1)

2

3.

Hiortaich air faire tron oidhche (1); seòladairean
à tìr-mòr air an latha (1).

2

4.

(a)

Fios air a h-uile soitheach (1); a chitheadh iad
sa Chuan Siar (1).

2

4.

(b)

An t-ionad-airm/Ceannardan an Nèibhidh (1);
ann an Siorrachd Rois (1).

2

5.

(a)

Bàta (air fàire) (1); deas air Uibhist (1).

2

5.

(b)

‘Rionnag’ bheag / bàt-aigeil (1); mu mhìle amach on chladach (1).

2

6.

Thòisich dùdach a’ seirm (1); on ionad-rèidio
(1).

2

7.

Bha lag domhainn ann (1); shaoil iad gum
biodh iad sàbhailte (1).

2

8.

Gun robh iad gus an ionad-rèidio a sgrios (1);
iad fasgadh a ghabhail (1).

2

9.

(a)

A dhà à: togalach an ionad-rèidio (1); mansa na
h-eaglaise (1); ballaichean nan taighean (1).

2

9.

(b)

Cha deach duine a mharbhadh (1).

1

Bhuaileadh tùr mòr a’ bhàta (1); chaidh triùir
den chriutha a mharbhadh (1).

2

10.
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Additional Guidance

Question

Expected Answer(s)

Max Mark

11.

Choinnich an bàt-aigeil ri bàta-airm
Breatannach (1); ghèill na Gearmailtich (1).

2

12.

Seòladairean toilichte is iad a’ dol dhachaigh
(1); bha cuid a bha duilich (1); a bhith a’ fàgail
muinntir an eilein (1).

3

(30)

[END OF MARKING INSTRUCTIONS]
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